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that they form bedsteads requiring only mattresses 

1.4.3 RELIGIOUS SITES IN THE AREA 

ETsheni (At the Religious Rock) 

At this point in time, it is important to give a brief discussion of why we feel that ETsheni is the most appropriate 
place to target for tourist attraction. The area is full of rock art with images of various animals that we believe, were 
significant in the daily lives of the San people. One of the animals worshipped by the San, was the eland. The 
Shamans (San sangomas) always aspired to possess the eland's potency. A Shaman was a person who was full of 
potential energy which could be likened to electricity. It could be harnessed but, if m1controlled, it could even be 
dangerous. When the potency was at boiling point, it rose up the shaman's spine and he would enter into a ~ranee. 
This enabled the shaman to perform supernatural things. 

The rock art abollllds in images of an eland. The eland appears in various postures and various perspectives like 
standing, rllllttlng, with head outstretched, with uplifted head smelling the wind, lying upside down as though dead; 
uplifted head, et cetera. It is thus, not surprising to find so many symbols of elands depicted. The painted eland 
appears in red pigment which was made of ochre or ferric oxide grolllld down to a fine powder. Red is the most 
durable colour. 

1.4.4 Ntimbankulu Shiprock and aeroplane crash 

On 7 August 1999, Zungu and the two field workers, Messrs Duma and Mqanya, visited the forest. Local people 
mentioned that besides the rich history of the area, there are six most important tilings which are their pride. It is 
the forest itself, with its rich vegetation, the rock with some writing on it, a cave which used to accommodate all tl1e 
local women and children during local wars, a house-like rock wltlcb shelters travellers on rainy days, a very long 
tunnel (its length stills needs to be measured) and lastly, remnants of an aircraft wltlch crashed in 1968. Nothing 
has been done about the parts of the aeroplane where six farmers from the Orange Free State who were contlng back 
from Margate met their tragic death in the mist of the forest. It is very painful to listen to the stories told about the 
looting of the parts of this aircraft and ~so seeing a lot of material getting covered by the soil. 

1.4.5 MOUNTAINS 

INtabakathuli Mountain 

There is a religious mountain which needs to be registered in the Shobashobane area. This mountain is called 
Ntabakathuli. People of Shobashobane gather on this mountain for prayer and other religious activities. 

KwaMhlongo Mountain 

Next to INtabakathuli is another mountain called KwaMhlongo. This one is used as a court by the local people of 
Shobashobane. This is also where most people are sentenced to death. A local idiom 'Siyohlangana KwaMhlongo' 
(We shall meet at Mhlongo) means that the case is extremely serious. 

1.4.6 NATURAL SITES 

KwaMfene rock art 

There is a huge rock which is shaped like a baboon in the vicinity of the religious rock. The rock is situated in such 
a way that it appears like a ruler chimpanzee reigning over everything which is in the forest. 

KwaMaqhikizana Mountain 

There is a really scenic mountain which is shaped like the nipple and breast of a mature unmarried girl. It could also 
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the edge of the cliff. The guest student continued and he flung dead over the cliff. The cliff is very high 
indeed. One has got to pass through it in order to get the homesteads at the bottom of the hill. The place is 
called Egoxe. 

On the other side of Egoxe is a place called Engquzwini. This place really abounds in click consonants. The 
Zulu name for Highflats is Gqwathaza. This is were Mr Nzimande assured us that we would see the caves. 
Unfortunately there was a lot of thicket and we ended up deciding to postpone this trip. Local people 
confirmed that a huge ·umphandu' was definitely there and it could accommodate cattle on rainy days. 

There were lovely rocks shaped like tombstones. These could most probably be real graves of people who 
occupied the land some years ago. 

6. 2 RELIGIOUS SITES IN THE AREA 

6.1.1 ETsheni (Atthe Rock) 

Before one reaches Highflats when coming from Durban, there is a place called Jolivet. Inland about 20 
kilometers away from Jolivet is a place called ETsheni (At the Stone). The area is known as KwaDumisa as it 
is under Chief Dumisa. There are a lot of undiscovered and uninterpreted history lying in waste in this area. 
For instance, there are two huge rocks which can be seen from afar. One resembles a lion and the other, a 
baboon and this will be discussed later. Williams mentions that shamanistic explanation of South African rock 
art, is deeply rooted in San. He also maintains that San lore is full of tales about about lions. Lions where 
believed to have some of the shamans's accomplishments: They new things that ordinary people could not 
possibly know, they could become invisible, and they could cause things to happen by supernatural means' 
(They could also transform themselves into hartebeeste. And when the hunters appear then revert into their 
felon form. That is why Bushmen believed that shamans can tum themselves into lions. Some Shaman are 
said to obtain their powers from eating lion gall which is believed to be the seat of its potency. The Bushman 
believed that when a lion does not die after being shot, then it has a shaman. 

There are a lot of animals and human images that are found inside the mouth of rock resembling a lion. 
Williams mentions that some human figures may be painted in great detail. The picture of a woman at 
ETsheni is one such figure. The Bushman had a tendency of piling up images apparently without regard to 
any relationship they may have in real life. The super-impositioning of animals and human beings is also 

witnessed at ETsheni. Williams states an eland was painted above a human being and they seldom painted a 
human being directly on top of an eland. Here, we are seeing an opposite of Williams statement and one is 
tempted to believe that the Bushmen also venerated a goddess who seems to be above the eland in status. The 
shaman was a Woman above an eland. She is seen carrying a smiling baby. On the right hand side of the 
painted/engraved woman is another human figure on his or her knees looking up at this spiritual female figure. 

This was possibly one of the female shamans. Bleek's' informants spoke of a female shaman called !Kwara-an 
who, like other !xam shamans, sniffed or snored sickness out of people. Our informant who lives near ETsheni 
said that people weep a lot when they pray to the spiritual rock. They actually tremble with awe. 

Local people belonging to various denominations used to visit this picture in order to venerate it and tell it their 
problems. They are convinced that it is has supernatural powers. Some of the people even though they are not 
Catholics think that that is a stature of St Mary. What is puzzling is that our female informant said that the 
picture was there long before the Missionaries of white settlers came to South Africa. Even their forefathers 
knew about the picture. There is also no ordained priest from the older churches who has really shown interest 
in this spiritual rock. Unfortunately, local people also told us that they stopped going to pray at ETsheni 
because the thugs have been stealing the offerings which were left near the rock the form of food, money, 
candles and chickens. Those who stole the offerings are believed to have gone insane. People say that once one 
is there s\he usually feels the presence of a spiritual phenomenon and one into a trance. This spiritual 
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